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A lumped distributed Bragg reflector (DBR)-nonlinear layer-DBR system is used to explore how non-
linear optical effects (in particular, optical limiting) are modulated by the dispersive character of the
(optically linear) DBR. A three-level quantum optics model of the non-linear layer is used to find self-
consistent numerical solutions to the (non-linear) optical transport in the composite system. We find that
the intensity dependence of the real part of the index can be combined with the dispersion in the (linear)
DBR to cause optical limiting even for materials that have only a saturated absorber (two-level) response.
Further, we demonstrate that for a reverse saturable absorber, increases in narrow-band reflectivity of the
composite system at higher intensities may reduce optical damage to the limiter. © 2016 Optical Society of

America
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1. INTRODUCTION

Optical limiters, i.e., materials and composites that have re-
duced transmission with increasing optical power, are an in-
teresting and useful application of wave transport and nonlin-
ear optical (NLO) effects [1][2]. Historically, there have been
three approaches to optical limiters, namely, intensity depen-
dent absorption [3]-[5], reflection [6]-[8], or scattering [9]-[12].
In the case of the basic NLO process of saturable absorption
(SA), usually the redistribution of populations associated with
light absorption causes an increase in the transmission. By con-
trast, there is a rich history of intensity-dependent absorption
limiters using bulk materials that display the opposite of satu-
ration, i.e., an increased rate of absorption with increasing inten-
sity. They do so typically through multi-photon absorption in
a process named reverse saturable absorption (RSA) [13]-[15].
In RSA materials, there is additional light absorption from ex-
cited states [13]-[17]. Although effective, these multi-photon
absorptions tend to lead to highly-excited molecular states that
are prone to molecular breakdown, thereby limiting the life-
time (and thus usefulness) of the limiter [18]. This problem also
plagues limiters based on intensity-dependent scattering, lead-
ing to use of cascaded designs [19][20].

Limiters based on intensity-dependent reflection, on the
other hand, are claimed to be significantly more immune
to intensity-dependent breakdown [7][8]. In one idealiza-
tion, [8][21], the limiter is a multi-layered film made of two

materials, alternating either a linear optical element with a non-
linear refractive material, or alternating two materials with non-
linear refractive indices of opposite sign but, in either case, with
matched indices of refraction at low intensities. High fluence
illumination then causes a difference in the refraction index
of the two layers, which results in an optical reflection band
centered at a wavelength fixed during manufacturing by the
layer thicknesses. In principle limiters of this type have the
advantage of actually clamping the total transmitted light to
a value determined by the NLO properties of the active lay-
ers (most limiters do not actually clamp the total transmitted
intensity, but asymptote to a reduced, fixed transmission per-
centage). Practically, there are significant materials and manu-
facturing hurdles to making such an ideal, narrow-band limiter,
and to our knowledge of the literature, there has been no lab-
oratory demonstration of this methodology to date. Note also
that this idealized system or any system based on multilayer in-
terference effects only acts as a limiter over a fixed (potentially
narrow) wavelength band.

A general lesson from the forgoing is that a potentially in-
teresting route to make limiters arises by combining NLO re-
sponse with the designed dispersion in a multi-layered pho-
tonic crystal. [22]-[29] To better understand the connection be-
tween limiting behavior, NLO response and one-dimensional
photonic crystal structure, we focus on characterizing limiter
behavior in a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR)-type photonic
crystal. In particular we limit ourselves to a ’lumped’ sys-
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tem consisting of (nearly) matched linear dispersive multilayer
(DBR) mirrors surrounding a central layer of a NLO material.
We model this NLO layer as a three-level system with optical
response (i.e., homogeneous widths) much faster than the illu-
mination pulse width so that, to first order, we can rely on the
system’s steady state response. This ’lumped’ approach sepa-
rates the NLO character (center layer only) from the DBR dis-
persion in order to illuminate the role played by each.

In Section 2 we review the basics of the NLO model for
the center material and briefly describe our numerical method,
which we then use in Section 3 to quantify the limiter behavior
in a simple two-level (limit of the three-level quantum optics)
model for the NLO material. Although the bulk optical non-
linearity of this two-level limit is only capable of saturable ab-
sorption, when it is combined with linear optical dispersion in
the rest of the layered system, one finds narrow-band optical
limiting. That section also contains a quantitative evaluation
of the dependence of the limiting behavior on the detuning be-
tween the absorption band and the DBR reflection band and
connects these results with the somewhat better studied phe-
nomenology of folded DFB lasers.

Section 4 demonstrates the full three-level quantum optics
model representing the optical response of the material in the
center layer of the DBR sandwich. Such a three level quantum
optics model has parameter ranges for which it explicitly ex-
hibits RSA, and so could act as an absorptive limiter all by itself.
When this material is used in the center of this DBR sandwich
structure, the question arises: to what degree does the multi-
layer dispersion ’protect’ the NLO material by selectively en-
hancing the reflection mode over the absorptive mode of the
optical limiter made with this center layer? By using the model
to quantify the reflection versus the absorption while acting as
a limiter, and by quantifying the excited state populations in
the center layer we address aspects of threshold and lifetime re-
duction in optical limiters consisting of RSA materials. We then
conclude with a summary and discussion of future directions
with experimental proposals for testing these findings.

2. MODEL AND METHODS:

Our model system for disentangling the contributions that
both designed linear dispersion and non-linear optical response
make to optical limiting is a DBR cavity, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
The layered sections around the center material “C” form a lin-
ear optical binary photonic crystal composed of tens of nanome-
ters thick alternating layers of different indices of refraction.
Throughout we assume that these species are non-absorbing;
the designed dispersion of the multilayer selectively enhances
the optical limiting behavior of the entire composite system.
The center layer “C” is composed of a monolithic (optically lin-
ear) material into which is embedded a nonlinear chromophore
that absorbs and emits light. We model the NLO response of the
chromophore through solving the steady state Maxwell Bloch
equations (MBE) for a three level structure as show in Fig.1(b)
(width parameters and decoherence rates are not shown for sim-
plicity, but are included in the model).

Qualitatively, for just the bulk chromophore in “C,” we can
describe how the simple quantum optics model that we use sup-
ports limits in which the layer “C” displays either SA or RSA.
In the limit that the state |−1〉 decouples from the transport (for
example, if the coupling is small or the detuning D1 is large)
the two level system composed of the remaining states readily
undergoes SA in the high intensity regime.

Fig. 1. (a) The DBR structure we study for limiting behavior.
Note the mirrors are linear and the NLO response is in the cen-
ter “C” layer only. (b) The level structure for the quantum op-
tics model of the NLO material in layer “C.”

Bulk (in the absence of the DBR) chromophore optical lim-
iting behavior can be realized in a multilevel, multi-photon
transition scheme (such as Fig. 1(b)) via RSA. Qualitatively, in
the simple model here, RSA occurs by the cycling transition
|0〉 → |−1〉 followed by |−1〉 → |1〉 via quick decay (note
mixed parity states in the model). This process reduces the pop-
ulation buildup in |0〉 thereby reducing the stimulated emission
that leads to SA. Further, for a range of parameters, the cycling
works so well that transmission is actually lower at high inten-
sities than at low intensities, i.e. the optical limiting behavior.
In many dyes, while the molecule is in the |−1〉 state there are
likely to be many states to which it can decay that lead to dis-
integration pathways or non-reversible structural changes that
greatly affect its optical properties. Our model allows us to com-
pute the population in the |−1〉 state as a function of light input
intensity and wavelength (see for example, Fig. 3(d)) which
we use to compare the dye disintegration rates for limiters with
and without using DBR layers. We can also compute the pop-
ulation in the |0〉 state, as in Fig. 2(c) but, because it is lower
energy, we do not relate that population to dye functional life-
time. We show below how the DBR structure with an RSA mate-
rial as “C” can shift this absorption-based RSA optical limiting
to one in which reflection is enhanced at high intensities, and
we quantify the associated reduction in the population in state
|−1〉, suggesting an effective lengthening of the limiter’s func-
tional lifetime.

Quantitatively, we model optical transport through the DBR
by transfer matrices (for a review of the technology and its ap-
plication, see [29] [30]). In 1-d transport along the ẑ axis, in
the field basis ~v = (Ex, By) for fields in which (1, n) is a right-
traveling wave and (1,−n) is a left-traveling wave, the fields~vi

at the left side of a monolithic dielectric element of (complex)
index of refraction n and thickness x are related to the fields at
the right side of the monolith as~vi+1 = Mi~vi where the transfer
matrix Mi is

Mi =





cos nkx 1
n sin nkx

n sin nkx cos nkx



 (1)

Note that det(Mi) = 1 and thus that M−1
i is just Mi with

x → −x, as expected (we focus on a single polarization state
throughout). The utility of using the transfer matrices is that
the transport of light through a composite is equal to a single
transfer matrix that is just the sequential product of the transfer
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matrices of each of the layers, Mtot = Πi MI =





a b

c d



, and

that in the chosen basis, for the composite in air, the overall
transmission and reflection amplitudes are, respectively,

t =
2

a + d − b − c
r =

b − c

a + d − b − c
. (2)

For layer “C,” the NLO element’s transfer matrix, we com-
pute the layer’s mean index of refraction by first taking a single,
mean value I for the intensity in that layer given an intensity
I0 incident from the air upon the whole composite structure.
In that I, we solve the quantum optics model for the idealized
chromophore whose level structure is that of Fig. 1(b) using,

∂tρ = 0 = −i[H, ρ] + Lρ (3)

for the density matrix ρ of the system, via, a steady state so-
lution. We work in the rotating wave approximation (RWA).
In that frame the Hamiltonian H includes diagonal detunings
and off-diagonal Rabi frequencies proportional to the product
of the dipole matrix elements for that off diagonal element and
the square root of I. The Lρ term contains all the relaxation
parameters such as population and coherence decay rates.

After solving Eq. (3) for steady state ∂tρ = 0 (an approxi-
mation warranted by comparing the widths and decay rates for
the model Fig. 1(b) with the assumed optical pulse widths), we
assemble the mean (complex) index of refraction for the layer
“C” using

n2
c = n2

c0 + Nξ(c01ρ01 + c−10ρ−10)/Ω, (4)

where nc0 is the ’background’ index of refraction (throughout
we take that index to be constant and equal to one of the in-
dices of the DBR layers) of the monolithic material into which
the chromophores at volumetric density N have been uniformly
dispersed. The ξ is, up to factors of ǫ0 and h̄, an average dipole
matrix element and the c01 and c−10 are the (constant) coupling
factors (generalized Clebsch-Gordon coefficients) for the respec-
tive transitions driven by the light where I ∼ Ω

2.
The simple three-level model captures other phenomena ex-

pected of real media. For example, if D0 and D1 are sufficiently
close to one another (their difference is less than the ρ01 decoher-
ence rate), the RSA behavior disappears into global SA behav-
ior. Conversely, if these detunings in the dye are wildly differ-
ent, the quantum optics model reduces effectively to a two-level
system, and again RSA → SA. Finally, if parameters are chosen
so that the system displays RSA but the intensity is increased
further, eventually RSA → SA again, as expected on physical
grounds.

Thus, the non-linear index of the medium through the in-
tensity dependence of the coherences ρ01 and ρ−10 actually
changes the transmission of the whole system, and, in partic-
ular, changes the assumed intensity in region “C.” For each
wavelength and input intensity I0, we numerically find a self-
consistent approximate solution to this NLO transport problem
by iteration. That is, starting from the naive guess I = I0 we
use Eq. (4) to, via Eq. (2), find the transmitted light amplitude.
We then invert the transfer matrix associated with the final DBR
stack and use it to get an estimate for the field at the output facet
of region “C.” We then assume linear transport in that region
to arrive at a new average intensity I 6= I0 in that “C” region.
We then use this new average intensity to update the index for
region “C” and solve again the transport problem, then find

the new output intensity to again update the internal field in
“C” and keep doing so until this iterative process converges, at
which point we have arrived at an approximate self-consistent
solution of the non-linear transport.

This numerical approach does not avoid the optical multi-
stability that is generic to loaded cavities (which this system
approximates). Consequently, we find that for some parame-
ter choices this method does not converge, but instead toggles
across a set of values. Were such structures to eventually find
their way into practical passive optical limiters, this generic
multi-stability, as well as angular acceptance and other issues,
could present design challenges. Here we focus on demonstrat-
ing the connection between dispersion and optical limiting with
the goal of building up intuition regarding these compromises.
Happily, it is quite easy to find a broad range of realistic param-
eters for this system that do not result in multi-stability. Restrict-
ing our investigations to this range is sufficient for the purposes
of this study.

Finally, we alert the reader to the fact that because our goal
is an elucidation of the underlying physical effects and not op-
timization, we have throughout made rather generic choices
for system parameters and, as a result of this approach, the ex-
pected optical limiting performance improvement from the in-
clusion of the DBR sections is modest. Because of the ease of
manufacturing, low cost and post-processibility of co-extruded
polymeric DBR films,[33][34] all the simulations described
here assume the optical constants for poly-methylmethacrylate
(PMMA)/polystyrene(PS) multilayer stacks for the DBR and
PMMA for the monolith (of index nc0 of Eq.(4)) “C” layer into
which the chromophores are uniformly distributed.

3. OPTICAL LIMITING IN A SATURABLE AB-
SORBER

In bulk for a two-level system, as the intensity climbs, so does
the population in the excited state, and the material enters op-
tical saturation. We reduce the ratio of generalized Clebsch-
Gordon coefficient’s c−10/c01 in our model to render it effec-
tively a two-level model. For that choice, in the high intensity
limit, the material’s dipolar response decreases as stimulated
emission starts to dominate due to saturation. This SA behavior
means that the material becomes more transparent with increas-
ing input intensity, which is exactly the opposite of optical limit-
ing. We now show, perhaps somewhat surprisingly, that such a
material used in the lumped composite system described above
can act as a narrow-band optical limiter by becoming more re-
flective and thus less transparent at higher intensities. Below,
we explain this in terms of the intensity-dependent changes in
the real part of the index, and the associated increased reflectiv-
ity at certain wavelengths as the intensity increases, similar in
spirit to the idealization in [8][21], but arguably more practica-
ble.

We plot in Fig. 2(a) the ratio of the transmission at low inten-
sity to the transmission at high intensity (solid red trace) as a
function of wavelength for a DBR sandwich in which the cen-
tral layer has generic parameters that lead to SA, but at an ab-
sorption band detuned from the reflection band of the DBR (the
low intensity transmission of the system is shown as a dashed
(green) line). The thicknesses of the individual DBR layers (48
in each DBR) are each 70 nm, whereas layer “C” is 300 nm thick.
As one can see, the ratio decreases from unity as one moves
into the absorption band of the “C” layer, as SA ensues. In this
metric, wavelengths where the aforementioned ratio is greater
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than unity correspond to limiter-type behavior. At 434 nm, in
the transmission trace for the composite, inside the DBR reflec-
tion band there is a transparency resonance, sometimes referred
to in the literature as a interband defect [35]-[37]. Interband
defects, which may be thought of as generalized Fabry-Perot
cavity modes in this optical geometry, are associated with pro-
nounced reductions in the group velocity and large dispersive
effects. Consistent with that, Finite-Difference, Time-Domain
(FDTD) simulations also indicate that the spatial map of the in-
tensity in these modes can be significantly enhanced in the “C”
layers, and, in this application, can lower the optical limiting
threshold of the composite as compared to that of the bulk ma-
terial.

Fig. 2. (a) Ratio of transmission at low intensity to that at high
intensity for a DBR reflection band detuned from the NLO
material in “C”’s first optical transition |1〉 → |0〉 (solid red
trace). The net transmission is shown as a dashed green trace.
(b) Same system, illumination and traces as in (a), but with
the layer thicknesses changed so that the DBR reflection band
now partially overlaps with the |1〉 → |0〉 transition. Limit-
ing behavior (Ratio > 1) occurs across a range of frequencies,
across the reflection band up to the defect location. (c) The re-
flection (red, thin) and the population in the excited state |0〉
(blue, thick dash) for the same parameters as in (b). (d) The
maximum of the limiting effect (transmission ratio at low in-
tensity to that at high intensity) as a function of the detuning
between “C” layers |1〉 → |0〉 transition and the DBR reflection
band center. To make this last graph, we have held the DBR
layers and the center layer “C” thickness fixed and slewed just
the frequency of the |1〉 → |0〉 transition.

To highlight the effects of dispersion in this structure for
modulating the SA into limiting behavior, Fig. 2(b) shows the
same system under the same illumination with the only change
being the layer thicknesses in the system has been changed so
that its reflection band and the absorption band partially over-
lap. In SA, not only does the absorption index change with in-
tensity, but the real part of the index does as well, changing the
reflection band location and leading to decreased transmission
with intensity across part of the reflection band. Figure 2(c), for
the same system, plots the reflection and absorption percent-
ages. For comparison, for the system in Figure 2(a), the reflec-
tion is below 20% across the absorption resonance. Again, here
we have made no effort to optimize the limiting behavior the
structure, as we are here just concerned with demonstrating the
generic effects.

The forgoing indicates the profound effect that the optical
non-linearity of the central region can have on the optical trans-
port of the composite. With a nod towards design, in Figure 2(d)
we plot, for a fixed high input intensity, the maximum limiting
factor (typically very near the wavelength of the interband de-
fect mode) as a function of the detuning between the absorption
feature in the dye (the |1〉 → |0〉 resonance) and the DBR reflec-
tion band center. We do so by holding all the structure (species
and physical thicknesses) fixed and just slewing the |1〉 → |0〉
transition of the material in the “C” layer. The fact that the lim-
iting effect is largest when slightly detuned (to either side) of
the resonance indicates that it is the change wrought by the in-
tensity dependence of the real part of the index that drives this
limiter enhancement.

Intensity-dependent index change also explains the shape of
the reflectivity ratio. For the chromophore transmission cen-
tered about 550 nm as in Figure 2, we expect the index of re-
fraction to exhibit anomalous dispersion across the transition
such that it has a higher index at longer wavelengths (just below
the transition) and lower index at wavelengths shorter than 550
nm (again, close to the transition), but normal dispersion away
from the transition. As the intensity increases and the chro-
mophores start to saturate, the real part of the index in the cen-
ter layer increases at wavelengths smaller than 550 nm, while it
decreases at longer wavelengths. This means that the band and
band defect move to higher (vacuum) wavelengths when the
band is red detuned from the chromophore’s absorption peak,
and, conversely, move to shorter (vacuum) wavelengths when
the reflection band is blue detuned from the absorption tran-
sition. Given the shape of the reflection band’s transmission
(Fig. 2(a), 400-450 nm), one can see that shifting it to the right
leads to the reflectivity ratio’s dispersive feature as shown in
Fig.2(a) and 2(b). Though not shown, our simulations show
that for a reflection band at longer wavelengths than the chro-
mophore’s transition, the shape of the dispersive feature flips,
consonant with the above described changes in the real part of
the index in SA with increased intensity.

DBR mirrors are often employed in laser designs, and from
that literature [38][39] there is an expectation for the laser
threshold to depend on the group velocity delay from the var-
ious choices of layer orderings. For a thin central “C” layer,
the different ordering choices lead to different field intensities
in the center layer. In the laser case, the higher fields at “C”
are associated with smaller group velocity across the structure
and correspondingly lower folded DBR laser thresholds. Our
model indicates that the highest absorption in the layer “C” oc-
curs when we ’fold’ the structure in Figure 1(a) along the low
index component (that is, with nA < nB and in the structures
(BA)nC(AB)n where n indicates the number of layer pairs on
each side of the center layer).

Importantly, we find that regardless of the two fold choices
(whether the structure is folded on the high index material OR
the low index material), the peak reflectivity ratio (the figure of
merit for optical limiting that we have graphed as a function of
wavelength in Figs. 2(a,b)), is virtually unchanged with respect
to this fold choice. This indicates not only that the limiting ef-
fect on the in-band defect is due to change in the real part of
the index of the non-linear element “C”, but that for dyes in
which absorption leads to damage or destruction, there are rel-
evant optical design options for these DFB-sandwich limiters.
We note further that our simulations indicate these conclusions
are qualitatively unaffected by the detuning between the band
and the absorption center wavelength; that is, for a fixed detun-
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ing (red or blue) with respect to the absorption line, the optical
geometry in which the fold is on the high index material min-
imizes the absorption in the “C” layer for the same reflectivity
ratio (limiter figure of merit).

Ref. [39] includes a study of relative refractive index order-
ings in folded Distributed Feedback (DBF) Lasers. The fold cre-
ates a in-band defect state associated with large dispersive ef-
fects. In folded DFB lasers, the gain medium is in every other
layer, and there are four distinct design choices for the folded
structure, namely whether the fold is the low index material or
the high index one and which material (high index or low) has
the gain. For those structures, as in the ones we study for optical
limiting, the largest gain (in the case of lasers) or absorption (in
the case of limiters) occurs when the structure is folded on the
low index material. Although our system only has loss in the
center region “C” (unlike the folded DFB), the spatial structure
of the defect mode for the DFB reveals that the field intensity is
largest in the fold region, so the folded DFB and folded DBR
have the same phenomenology with respect to the choice of
how the index of refraction of the center (fold) layer compares
to the surrounding layers and in what material the gain/loss
resides.

4. LIFETIME EXTENSION FOR RSA OPTICAL LIM-
ITERS

By increasing the ratio c−10/c01 in the forgoing quantum optics
model, one can change its high intensity response from SA into
RSA. This is shown in Fig.3(a), which is the analog of Fig. 2(a)
with that increase and for which the |0〉 → |−1〉 splitting is
at 533 nm (note the broad bulk RSA response extending from
470 nm to 530 nm.) As the DBR is tuned onto the resonance(s)
in the non-linear element “C,” the limiting effect is correspond-
ingly modulated (Fig. 3(b)). This modulation is associated with
changes in the reflectivity as a share of the total light impinging
on the composite system, as indicated further in Fig. 3(c) whose
dashed (green) line is the reflectivity ratio (equal to the reflec-
tivity at high intensity divided by reflectivity at low intensity).
There are indications in prior literature that combining a DFB or
DBR structure with an optical limiting chromophore can mod-
ulate the reflectivity in such a way that the intensity of light in
the non-linear layers stays low enough to substantially extend
the lifetime of the active chromophore. As already noted, typ-
ically multi-photon absorption allows chromophore molecule
to have enough energy to access many additional states, includ-
ing dissociative ones and ones that render the molecule perma-
nently optically inactive. We did not consider this problem in
the SA case because typical chromophores are comparatively
more stable at the first excited state. We test this further in our
simulations for the RSA system by determining the mean sec-
ond excited state population as a function of the wavelength
and light input, with and without the DBR layers. In this way
we can rather directly assay the potential of for preserving the
lifetime of the active layer by combining linear dispersion with
NLO limiting.

In Fig. 3(d), the long dashed trace (70 nm thick DBR layers
as in (a), reflection band at 420 nm-450 nm) indicates that far
off the |1〉 → |0〉 resonance one can still build up population
in the |−1〉 (second excited state) because at the in-band defect
mode the intensity at the center layer is enhanced. Thus note
that the defect mode assisted limiting behavior in Fig.3(a) is ab-
sorption dominated (compare with the RSA peaks). Conversely,
the short dashed trace in Fig. 3(d) (82 nm thick DBR layers as

Fig. 3. (a) For material with RSA, the plot of the ratio of trans-
mission at low intensity to that at high intensity (solid red
trace) for a DBR reflection band detuned from the NLO mate-
rial lowest energy optical transition. Shown as a dashed green
trace is the net transmission at low intensity. Note that the ma-
terial, displaying RSA, actually darkens with intensity around
520-540 nm (b) Same system, illumination and traces, but with
the layer thicknesses of the DBR changed so that the DBR re-
flection band now partially overlaps with the |1〉 → |0〉 transi-
tion. (c) The individual reflection and absorption percentages
for the system that leads to the transmission ratio of (b). (d) A
comparison of the second excited level population (|−1〉) as a
function of the wavelength for the system shown in Fig. 3(b)
(blue, fine dash) and Fig. 3(a) (green, broad dashed line).

in (b), reflection band from 470 nm-520 nm), the second excited
state’s (|−1〉) population is the same as in the long dashed case
(i.e. the RSA peak of the bulk material), but the limiter effect
is greater. The difference between these cases is the intensity
dependent increase in the reflectivity there, as corroborated in
Fig. 3(c) where the dark dashed line is the ratio of the reflectiv-
ity of the system at high intensity over that same reflectivity at
low intensity.

This suggests the potential usefulness of carefully combin-
ing linear dispersion with optical limiters. For optical limiting,
one is not limited to using only the imaginary part (absorption)
of the index; the non-linear changes in the real part (refraction)
of the index can also be harnessed to achieve greater optical
limiting, and there are important advantages to doing so. The
above constitutes a demonstration of this straightforward idea
in the rigorous context of a fundamental quantum optics model
for the non-linear response of the chromophores.

5. CONCLUSION

One of the main themes that we have stressed throughout this
paper is how combining linear dispersion in one part of the op-
tical structure with non-linear optical effects in the rest of the
structure can lead to a rich phenomenology that includes op-
tical limiting, even in a materials that would otherwise only
exhibit SA in the bulk, i.e., whose default behavior is the op-
posite of optical limiting. We have shown that some of the
observed optical limiting behavior can be related to group ve-
locity changes associated with the optical superstructure the
non-linear elements find themselves in, and that the associated
modulations of the optical limiting behavior is qualitatively the
same as the better known structural dependence of lasing effi-
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ciency in DBR lasers. [38][39]

We are currently investigating these theoretical expectations
in experiments using co-extruded polymeric Bragg reflectors,
of significant recent interest [33][34] for their quality, flexibility,
modularity, post-processing capability, low cost and broad ma-
terial compatibility. Baseline experiments are underway study-
ing the optical limiting behavior in PS-PMMA based DBR’s
around a “C” region that is a dye-laden PMMA spun-coated
onto the same polymer DBR, structurally identical to the opti-
cal geometries described theoretically in this paper.

National Science Foundation (NSF), Science and Technology
Center for Layered Polymeric Systems (DMR 0423914). The au-
thors thank N. Dawson and K. Singer for technical comments.
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